Surah 107 Surah Maa'oon

MINOR ARTICLES

THE LINK AND SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah also encourages abstinence from the world. At the same time, it also rebukes those who do not spend on the poor and the orphans, as well as those who are negligent of their Salaah.

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Have you not seen the person (the Kaafir) who denies the Day of Reckoning?

2. He is the one who pushes the orphan away (instead of caring for him) ... 

3. ... and who (far from feeding the poor) does not (even) encourage (others towards) feeding the poor.

4. Destruction be for those performers of salaah (those Muslims who ought to be performing salaah)...

5. ...who neglect (to perform) their salaah...

6. ...(and) those who (when they do any good deed like performing salaah,) are ostentatious (show off)...

7. ...and who (are so miserly that far from spending in charity and zakaah, they) refuse (to assist their neighbors with) even minor articles (of common use that would cause them no loss).